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About Us
To establish a relationship by interacting with your clients regarding
your objectives, making a good impression is essential in this world full of
competition. That's why developing a professional image as well as striking
materials will definitely lead you to an effective marketing strategy. We are here to
give your company an eye-catching brand to put you ahead from all of your
competitors. We are here to give you an effective, intelligent and satisfying work
from Designing to Printing.

Experience
We Badri Design are a creative graphic design company, founded in
2012. We have completed 900+ projects as well as 500+ printing services with the
strategy of building from scratch. We have marked 700+ happy and satisfied clients
on our list. The logos and graphics designed by our team which will always lead to
the ideas of the next generation concept.

Our Approach

What We Do

While starting the company, we have
selected some basic beliefs for the
company, and customer satisfaction
always comes first in it. Therefore, to
work on it, the team always reads and
understands the customer’s mind. A
basic approach of us is to convert the
customers into a brand ambassador by
satisfying them at work.

The team Badri Design creates up to
date brand identities, printing services,
and digital experiences as well in a
diverse range of premium brands, from
a boutique start-up to a global
business. Badri Design considers your
every need meticulously that our client
can easily compete in this world full of
competition.

Foundation of Badri Design
Every graphic designer working in Badri Design has spent their huge
time in designing different projects in their Bachelor Degree. Some of them were a
photographer and editor and some was a design engineer as well who found
themselves much creative. Based on good creativity and a different as well as
developed perspective, the team becomes a company that provides graphic design
and printing services since 2012.

Badri Design Methodology
Research

Understanding your audience plays a vital role in knowing how best to
communicate with them. We not only research for our customers but we
research on customer’s business and their audience as well. We research
based on your need, trending in the future, and the psychology of your target
audience as well. Thus, the whole research work is the foundation for the team
Badri Design in designing.

Simplify

The best performing brands stand for simplicity. Badri Design believes that
simplification is the heart of all research. Therefore, focusing on all research,
our team simplifies the thing as clearly as possible. In addition, the main
purpose of simplification is to make a place in your audience’s mind easily.
Thus, based on research work and your need simplification is the very first
pillar of our team in designing.

Design

We believe that great design is created with intuition. In addition, our creativity
is not only god-gift, but it also developed from huge research. On the
foundation of Research, we build up the second pillar of Design having its own
importance in the whole graphic design process. Badri Design designs
creatively that it becomes long-lasting. Thus our graphic designers know to
convert the research into creativity.

Implementation

Implementation is the act of applying your design to reality. Based on the
research and design, Implementation is the next step that comes into the
picture. The implementation is the main purpose of the design. As the team
Badri Design understands very well that what will be the way of applying this
design into reality, we concern about implementation during the whole graphic
design process.

Review

Your reviews guide us to create the design more perfect. Therefore, the team
Badri Design communicates frequently with the customer for the reviews. To
give the best of work, we constantly work on customer reviews to improve our
services. Thus, the fourth pillar of your review of the design we have created
plays a significant role to lead us to customer satisfaction.
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Logo Design
Why Logo Design Is Important?

The logo design is not only design. But it is also a well-planned strategy to attract
customers. In other words, it is root as well as a pillar of your branding and our team of
creative logo designers are here to make it strong enough. Thus, when you start
branding, meanwhile, start preparing a strong base known as the company logo as
well. As a result, firstly, customers can get the basic information about your company
by your logo design. Secondly, you can give a professional impression. Thirdly, they
can believe in you. Thus, this is an essential process while you start branding. Here,
you have many examples of professional logos such as company logo, photography
logo, corporate logo, Instagram logo, YouTube logo. Select the best of logos.

Types of Logos
1.Monogram logos (or lettermarks)
2. Wordmarks (or logotypes)
3. Pictorial marks (or logo symbols)

4. Abstract logo marks
5. Mascots
6. The combination mark
7. The emblem

We did 200+ logo design projects. Here we share some glimpses of them.

Richmonk
Client Requirements :
The client wanted a rich
and monkey vector in his
mascot-style logo.
Logo Type:
Mascots Logo
Colors Used :

#ffd605

#8f6559

www.badridesign.com

#21201d
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Caﬀeine
Client Requirements :
For this coﬀee and food
cafe, the client asked for
the brand name having the
coﬀee cup Icon.
Logo Type:
The Combination Mark
Colors Used :

#300d15

The Social Square
Client Requirements :
The customer asked for a
simple colour shape logo
with a hidden chat icon for a
digital marketing company.
Logo Type:
Pictorial marks logo
Colors Used :

#df811d

#77b365

www.badridesign.com

#0da9c9

#cc2f24
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Xclusive Allied
Solu�ons
Client Requirements :
In their logo, the customer
wanted the letter 'X' with a
combination of logistic
vectors.
Logo Type:
The Combination Mark
Colors Used :

#EE7132

#343AA9

Burhani Collec�on
Client Requirements :
The client wanted an
abstract design with the
letters 'B' and 'C' in it for
their logo.
Logo Type:
The Combination Mark
Colors Used :

#00909c

#f15722

www.badridesign.com
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Moose Mining
Client Requirements :
For a mining company, the
customer requested a
moose animal mascot
logo.
Logo Type:
Moscots Logo
Colors Used :

#C4291F

#F37338

#F6AE21

Maru� Films
Client Requirements :
In their logo, the customer
requested letter 'M' and 'F'
signature type designs.
Logo Type:
The Combination Mark
Colors Used :

#000000

www.badridesign.com
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Legalite
Client Requirements :
The client wanted to use
their brand name in logo
with use of document
shape vector.
Logo Type:
Wordmark Logo
Colors Used :

#63BF20

#003A51

Riseﬁnity
Client Requirements :
In this logo, the client
wanted to add the letters
'R' & 'I' in the inﬁnity icon.
Logo Type:
Pictorial marks logo
Colors Used :

#D64563 #E08F31 #1E669C #8DC68F

www.badridesign.com
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Aamar’s
Client Requirements :
The client requested that the
logo have a realistic south
Indian meal dish.
Logo Type:
Moscots Logo
Colors Used :

#84BF19

#C3853F

#E5300C #F9DEB2

CertHippo
Client Requirements :
Letter 'C' with pencil icon
combination
was
the
requirement of the client.
Logo Type:
The Combination Mark
Colors Used :

#DDB001 #D3681B #003C62

www.badridesign.com
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Leadcode
Client Requirements :
The client wanted to
design a wordmark with
the chain symbol in this
logo.
Logo Type:
Wordmark Logo
Colors Used :

#1D4165 #E45F48

Perfect Solu�on
Client Requirements :
The customer needed a
logo
for
his
app
development
start-up
business.
Logo Type:
Abstract logo marks
Colors Used :

#01B1B8 #B600C6 #000000

www.badridesign.com
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Business Card Design
Why Is It Important To Have A Business Card?

In this world full of competition, Visiting Card is essential to bring new customers as
well as to build up a network. By giving a formal Visiting Card in the hand of customer
first of all you make a professional impression on their mind. On the other hand, the
customer will give you priority when they will order something.

A business card is the ﬁrst impression of your brand.
When you meet someone that could potentially be a great prospect or connection,
don’t you want him or her to walk away with a great first impression? A memorable
business card does a lot more than just pass on an email address or phone number.

Types of Business Card Design
1. The trade business cards
2. The classic business card
3. The wild format business card
4. The social business card

5. Sided business cards
6. Orientated Business Cards
7. Personal Business cards
8. Profession-specific business card

We did 150+ business card design projects. Here we share some glimpses of them.

Rudra Garment
Client Requirements :
The merchant demanded
business card designed in
black and golden colour
for their garment Shop.
Colors Used :

#E2B371 #383838

www.badridesign.com
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Hotel Ratan
Client Requirements :
Colourful business card in a
white background was
mandatory
for
their
business card of the hotel.
Colors Used :

#249C9E #D23A39 #D67407 #008A41

Aamar’s
Client Requirements :
For his new start-up
restaurant,
the
client
requested a wooden type
business card.
Colors Used :

#7ABF5D #422820 #F29F53 #D44138

www.badridesign.com
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HK Enterprise
Client Requirements :
A businessman desired to
design a unique corporate
business card.
Colors Used :

#203446 #00A2DD #E3E3E3

HRI
Client Requirements :
For their business card, an
agribusiness ﬁrm wanted
to use a green and black
colour scheme.
Colors Used :

#5DB33B #ECF200 #000000

www.badridesign.com
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Jay Mahadev
Client Requirements :
The
corporate
classy
golden and black color
combination business card
was the only requirement
of the client.
Colors Used :

#C18904 #995005 #000000

Maru� Films
Client Requirements :
The client requested a
black & white simple
business card with a QR
code for his photography
business.
Colors Used :

#E6E6E6

#000000

www.badridesign.com
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Metro Consultant
Client Requirements :
For their accounting ﬁrm, a
tax consultant wanted to
create a unique and
appealing business card.
Colors Used :

#736E8B #09A8E0 #FF9709 #74C08E

The Social Square
Client Requirements :
The client requested a
creative
and
abstract
design with a simple
theme.
Colors Used :

#75B164 #C63531 #E7791C #28A2C4

www.badridesign.com
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Letterhead Design
Why a quality Letterhead Design is important?

When a business decides to design a letterhead or to change the one that they have,
there is a lot of thought that must go into it. A letterhead is as important as a brand, in
that it represents a company and can impart a first impression to its potential
customers. Therefore, a letterhead must look professional, otherwise people might
assume the business is less competent and not one they want to have any dealings
with. Working with a professional graphic designer and a printing company will ensure
that a company gets the letterhead that they deserve.

Kinds of Letterheads
Businesses use various forms of marketing and communications every day. The
design and contents of the letterhead used for each type of communication are often
the first thing a prospect sees about a company. Though design and creativity have
endless possibilities, companies usually abide by four standard letterheads in
business communication.
1. Standard Letterhead
2. Specialized Letterhead

3. Custom Letterhead
4. Executive Letterhead

We did 50+ letterhead design projects. Here we share some glimpses of them.

Groowx
Client Requirements :
It was necessary to create
an abstracted design for
letterhead in a simple
manner.
Size: Standard
Colors Used :

#545E65 #EA802A

www.badridesign.com

#FFC74A
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Hotel Ratan
Client Requirements :
A four-color letterhead
design that was both
imaginative
and
professional was essential.
Size: Standard
Colors Used :

#C4382D #D5910F #149292 #81B545

The Travels World
Client Requirements :
Their letterhead design
needed to be simple, with a
blue and yellow colour
scheme.
Size: Specialized
Colors Used :

#3457A5 #F7A403

www.badridesign.com
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Alpha Bond
Cleaning
Client Requirements :
On the letterhead, a cleaning
company requested a blue
and green colour scheme.
Size: Standard
Colors Used :

#388733 #AFE259 #3F76C4 #57C1E2

HRI
Client Requirements :
For his company, the client
requested a green and
back-colored letterhead.
Size: Specialized
Colors Used :

#BDCE2F #6CAF44 #212121

www.badridesign.com
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Jafari Mazar
Client Requirements :
The client requested a
brown and golden colour
scheme.
Size: Standard
Colors Used :

#430929 #DDAA4C

Mangalam Hospital
Client Requirements :
The customer desired an
eye-catching letterhead for
his hospital with this
letterhead design.
Size: Specialized
Colors Used :

#CC8D30 #3EA6BE

www.badridesign.com
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Envelope Design
Why still Envelope Design is important?

Custom printed envelope design for the letter is one of the most commonly used forms
of communication in offices and during documentation as well. On the customized
envelope, you can add some pieces of information regarding your business. Thus,
Badri Design is the go-to destination for all your office supplies needs of commercial
printing.

More about Envelope
An attractive customized envelope design including your company details is always a
better option than a simple white one without any creative design. The eye-catching
formal design is also an important step towards a professional touch to the company.
Therefore, Badri Design is here for commercial printing also.

Types Of Envelopes
1. Baronial Envelopes
2. A-Style Envelopes
3. Booklet Envelopes

4. Square Envelopes
5. Commercial Envelopes
6. Catalog Envelopes

We did 50+ envelope design projects. Here we share some glimpses of them.

Groowx
Client Requirements :
It was necessary to create
an abstracted envelope
design in a simple manner.
Type: Baronial Envelope
Colors Used :

#545E65 #EA802A

www.badridesign.com
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Shyam Booking
Center
Client Requirements :
A creative envelope for an
online booking centre was
requested by the customer.
Type: A-Style Envelope
Colors Used :

#F5BD31 #DC219A #5F9ECE #8EC3CB

J D Spices
Client Requirements :
A spice manufacturing ﬁrm
needed to build a visually
appealing
business
envelope.
Type: A-Style Envelope
Colors Used :

#98D14A #3F9026 #8E5809

www.badridesign.com
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The Travels World
Client Requirements :
Combination of blue and
yellow colour in the
envelope was asked for
their travels company.
Type: Baronial Envelope
Colors Used :

#3557A5 #F7AB06 #628AC8

NCS
Client Requirements :
In this envelope design, the
client wanted to design an
envelope
for
his
networking company.
Type: A-Style Envelope
Colors Used :

#2A73B0 #49F3FF #FCBF36

www.badridesign.com
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Brochure Design
What are the Purposes of Brochure Design?

While making a strategy of attracting customers, extend the reader’s knowledge on a
specific topic on which the brochure design is centered is the main purpose of the
creative brochure. Firstly, to catch the target audience’s eyes at first sight with its
astonishingly corporate design. Secondly, to promote your products, agency, and/or
service intuitively. Thirdly, to build trust between the company and your potential
clients. In addition, while considering cost estimation, if we compare it with promoting
on television or newspapers, a creative brochure seems cheaper. After people get
used to splendid online ads, a tangible, tactile, and delicate brochure becomes more
precious.

What Are the Different Kinds of Brochures?
1. Half Fold
2. Letter Fold (Tri-Fold)
3. Z Fold
4. Roll Fold
5. Quarter Fold

6. Open Gate Fold
7. Four-Panel Parallel Fold
8. Closed Gate Fold
9. Accordion Fold

Why is a brochure important to your business?
With the presence of the digital world all around us, is it still important to have a
well-designed brochure? The answer is yes. Along with your website, social
networking, advertising, and marketing efforts, a company brochure is an integral part
of your branding process.
It’s a vital piece of literature about your products and services that a potential customer
can take with them. A brochure keeps the face of your business in their hands – and in
their heads. It is a reminder of your services. Here are some key advantages of having
a brochure for your company or business:
• A well-designed brochure serves as a perfect introduction to your business.
• Accurately distributed, brochures can expand your company’s visibility.
• Brochures are great marketing tools when reaching out to new customers.
• Brochures can provide positive press about your company.
• Brochures are perfect for trade shows and networking opportunities.
We did 50+ brochure design projects. Here we share some glimpses of them.

www.badridesign.com
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Client Requirements :
The brochure's dark blue and yellow colour requirements. In their brochure, the
customer requested full-color images and a unique manner to present design.
Brochure Type: Half Fold
Company Business : Architecture & Interior Design
Colors Used :

#3557A5 #F7AB06 #628AC8

www.badridesign.com
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Client Requirements :
The client requested an abstracted business brochure in their logo's colours and
with a professional feel.
Brochure Type: Accordion Fold
Company Business : Camera and security System
Colors Used :

#EF8022 #DE2377

www.badridesign.com
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Client Requirements :
Alpha Bond Cleaning wanted to build a tri-fold brochure with a green and blue colour
scheme.
Brochure Type: Letter Fold (Tri-Fold)
Company Business : Bond Cleaning Company
Colors Used :

#074B9B #3B7B07

www.badridesign.com
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Client Requirements :
In their spice business brochure, a combination of silver and green was required.
Brochure Type: Accordion Fold
Company Business : Spices Manufacturer
Colors Used :

#855004 #388422

www.badridesign.com
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Client Requirements :
The client requested an abstracted business brochure in their logo's colours and
with a professional feel.
Brochure Type: Letter Fold (Tri-Fold)
Company Business : Social Media Marketing Agency
Colors Used :

#F17637 #0F1927

www.badridesign.com
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Erbito

Client Requirements :
The client requested photos of their items as well as a colour scheme based on their
brand of green and brown.
Brochure Type: Accordion Fold
Company Business : Peanuts Snack Manufacturer
Colors Used :

#F7F2B1 #841F06

#6EA833

www.badridesign.com
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Catalogue Design
What is catalogue design?

Catalogue is a graphic design product that presents your products or services to your
potential clients. What matters the most to us as designers when designing a
catalogue is to establish harmony between the text, pictures and colors.

Importance of getting a catalogue design for a brand
Tough digital means of communication caused a loss of interest in printed publications,
for some target audience it is still highly important.Brochures and catalogues,
supported with high quality visuals and impressive texts are still preferred by people
with traditional vision. Catalogues giving broad information about your company,
should include detailed information about your projects and services.
Catalogues, as offline means of marketing, can not only present an organization as a
brand, but also direct marketing campaign of a product or a service effectively.
Catalogues should draw attention of both current and potential customers. Therefore
graphic design with effective visuals should attract users' attention. Visuals have to be
as impressive as slogans that are supporting content, because visuals are used as a
means to communicate with target audience directly. Catalogue design should have an
activation effect on the reader.
Catalogue design can be only product based or can serve as corporate design.
Whatever the target is, sole aim is to present the customer the most attractive one. Yet,
no matter how attractive graphic design is, if the catalogue design doesn't reflect your
company, you become unsuccessful. Presenting customers a reason to buy your
product or giving detailed information about your brand is the general aim of catalogue
design.

Is catalogue a brochure?
However, there is a difference between catalogue and brochure; a catalogue is a
booklet or leaflet that has a complete list of items in a systematic order whereas
brochure is a small booklet that contains information and pictures about a service or
product.

We did 25+ catalogue design projects. Here we share some glimpses of them.

www.badridesign.com
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Al-Anwar Enterprise
Brand Colors :

#3C3088

#2B9AD4

#72B93B

Client Requirements :
The customer desired a unique approach to their catalogue design. He needed a
full-color, mockup-style catalogue featuring all of his products.
Size : 12x18 Inch
Design Style : Abstract Stlye

www.badridesign.com
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HP Pharma

Brand Colors :

#2F386D

#E5AF37

#DBD9DA

Client Requirements :
For their new medicine-related brand, the client requested an innovative wavy
style catalogue. In addition, minimal pharmaceutical design will be included in the
catalog's background.
Size : 12x18 Inch
Design Style : Wavy Stlye

www.badridesign.com
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Maru� Clay Art
Brand Colors :

#E47D23

#F92121

#DBD9DA

Client Requirements :
The client requested that his product catalogue be designed in a business style. In
order to better understand his business, he also needed multiple photographs in
the catalogue.
Size : A4 Standard
Design Style : Corporate Style

www.badridesign.com
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Flyer Design
What is a Flyer?

A Flyer is usually a single, unfolded printed sheet that is used to draw attention to an
event, service, product or idea. A flyer usually contains a very simple message that can
be conveyed quickly. A flyer is generally printed on the 8.5" x 11" paper size to keep its
cost low, though flyers can be created in any size that is easy to handle. Also, the
printing is most commonly on one side of the paper, though there is no law that says
flyers can't be printed on both sides.

The purpose of a ﬂyer.
Use marketing flyers to bring in new customers to a business or to announce a new
sale or promotion. Some businesses will release a variety of flyers for just one ad
campaign to add variety or to appeal to different demographics in their target market.
Marketing flyers are handy for just about any business in any niche or industry. You can
share them online or in person, posted in windows, passed out, sent via email, etc.

Different types of ﬂyers.
1. Digital flyers
2. Posters
3. Pamphlets
4. Handbills

5. Leaflets
6. Inserts
7. Circulars
8. Mailers

We did 50+ ﬂyer design projects. Here we share some glimpses of them.

The Social Square
Client Requirements :
For his social media agency,
the customer wanted an
abstract-designed ﬂyer.
Size: Standard
Colors Used :

#0E1625

#DB6C3E #85CDD9

www.badridesign.com
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Anmool
Client Requirements :
A dairy business owner
wants to make a digital
ﬂier
for
marketing
purposes.
Colors Used :

#658A40 #9AD6DC #41231A #F29F8F

Saifee Coaching
Client Requirements :
Creative
and
abstract
design with the minimal
concept
was
the
requirement of the client.
Colors Used :

#75B164 #C63531 #E7791C #28A2C4

www.badridesign.com
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VK Engineers
Client Requirements :
The customer needed a
ﬂyer to promote the
launch
of
his
new
engineering design ﬁrm.
Colors Used :

#658A40 #9AD6DC #41231A #F29F8F

Alpha Bond
Cleaning
Client Requirements :
The requirement for a bond
cleaning ﬁrm was to
produce a ﬂyer with a logo
colour combination.
Colors Used :

#1F8300 #0057B9

www.badridesign.com
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Menu & Pricelist Design
The Importance of Menu Design

A restaurant’s menu is one of the most important internal advertising tools that can be
used to educate a guest about the experience they are about to have. An instant
snapshot of a restaurant and the one piece of advertising every guest will read, having
an appealing, clean menu is essential to communicating your brand.
The literal definition of a menu is ‘a bill of fare or a list of food items a restaurant
prepares and serves.’ Following the literal definition, one could just list the items
offered on a piece of paper. However, successful chefs and restaurant owners will
realize the broad and comprehensive purpose of a well-designed menu. An effective
menu design should communicate the brand, the vision, the ambiance, the food &
beverage offerings, and the overall experience a guest can expect to have.

Ways to Display Your Menu
1. Menu Holder
2. Displayette / Tabletop Tent Menus
3. Disposable Menus

4. Menu Sign / Board
5. Menu Covers
6. Deluxe Menu Covers

We did 10+ menu design projects. Here we share some glimpses of them.

La Dolce Vita
Client Requirements :
The black and golden color
was the requirement of
the client for a restaurant
menu.
Size: A4 size
Colors Used :

#0E1721

#F9CF85

www.badridesign.com
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The Social Square
Brand Colors :

#E47D23

#F92121

#55575D

Client Requirements :
For his new social media agency, the customer wanted to design a pricelist based
on social media themes.
Size : A4 Standard

www.badridesign.com
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Aamar’s
Client Requirements :
The owner of a South
Indian restaurant desired a
desi-style menu for his
establishment.
Colors Used :

#E8CBC7 #3C251A #CAAB7D

Mudita Ni Mithaio
Client Requirements :
For his business, a sweet
dairy
products
manufacturer sought to
design a brown-colored
menu.
Colors Used :

#671D0C #E9D5BA

www.badridesign.com
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What is a Lable & Product Packaging Design?
Packaging design is the connection between form, structure, materials, colour, and
regulatory information with additional elements to make a product suitable for
marketing. Its primary objective is to create a bridge that serves to contain, protect,
transport, dispense, store, identify, and distinguish a product in the marketplace.
Ultimately, the goal of Badri Design is to meet marketing objectives by distinctively
communicating a consumer product’s personality, function, and generating a sale.

What is the purpose of packaging design?
The product packaging design plays a very important role in branding your items in the
retail environment. One thing that should be noted is that the ‘catchier’ the design is,
the more audiences will be attracted. A good packaging will also enable you to
differentiate the products from your competitors.

The 7 types of packaging
1. Boxes
2. Adornment packaging
3. Vacuum packaging
4. Bottles

5. Cans
6. Novelty packaging
7. Sustainable packaging

We did 50+ packaging design projects. Here we share some glimpses of them.

Sagar
Client Requirements :
For his new chocolate
powder
product,
the
customer required a label
with a chocolate concept.
Type: Adornment packaging
Colors Used :

#AD6644 #FEEED9

www.badridesign.com
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Achoos

Brand Colors :

#3C3088

#39974B

#D7721D

#8CCDE3

#E84B7D

#DF2C47

Client Requirements :
The chikki producer wanted to build a vacuum package in the same style but with
diﬀerent colours for all of their items.
Type : Vacuum packaging
Product : 8 vacuum packaging design

www.badridesign.com
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Crescent - Zenga

Brand Colors :

#54668A

#0687C4

#E13032

#3D377D

#D9026E

#FEBD3E

Client Requirements :
Zenga, a game development company, wants to construct box packaging for their
game. In the box, the client requested a geometric design.
Type : Boxes
Product : 1 Box design

www.badridesign.com
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Terra
Client Requirements :
The client requested an
abstract and wavy minimal
type design.
Colors Used :

#00AFA1 #1E899E #51AA4B #E3E41F

Ekling
Client Requirements :
For his new band, the client
requested a khaki colour
with a red ﬂoral design.
Colors Used :

#960F0A #C39C61 #4E3100
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Crystal

Brand Colors :

#D3E8F3

#DAB27B

#EFEED3

#98BDD1

#E2C58C

#342D81

Client Requirements :
The client's only need was for all goods to have varied colours that were both
creative and vector-based.
Type : Vacuum packaging
Product : 8 product design
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Fresh

Brand Colors :

#DC3463

#509800

#ABBE4E

#895824

#D08D27

#BA5200

Client Requirements :
The customer needed labels designed and printed for their new sharbat syrup
bottle. He also desired a design that was both straightforward and innovative, with
a variety of ﬂavours.
Type : Adornment packaging
Product : 8 product design
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HRI

Brand Colors :

#67BC29

#EBE300

Client Requirements :
A company that makes agricultural products needed to produce a variety of label
designs for its brand bottle.
Type : Adornment packaging
Product : 40+ product design
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J D Spices

Brand Colors :

#1A808E

#9BAF07

#A4572B

#875837

#447C54

#169B45

Client Requirements :
The customer wants to launch a new Food Masala brand. He wanted to design
pouch packing labels for a variety of products using the same branding approach.
Type : Adornment packaging
Product : 60+ product design
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Amar

Brand Colors :

#F0B104

#754387

#E78928

#3E328A

#DD2D61

Client Requirements :
Amar, a milk jelly powder manufacturer, needed new packaging designs for their
new jelly powder items.
Type : Boxes
Product : 8 product design
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Achoos

Brand Colors :

#DA7436

#67B65C

#C1D455

#42317E

Client Requirements :
The client wanted to make 7 boxes in diﬀerent colours with product images for this
chikki business.
Type : Boxes
Product : 7 product design
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Fresh

Brand Colors :

#E09C41

#CBD36B

#6E3B21

#DC003E

Client Requirements :
For their new sharbat powder product, the client needed a bright box design. The
same design with multiple ﬂavours is required for the box design.
Type : Boxes
Product : 8 product design

www.badridesign.com
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Professional CV Design
What is a CV?

A resume is primary to make a favorable impression on the employer. A creative
resume design may have a different touch like professional, crisp, vintage, modern. On
the other hand, your imagination is the base for us to design a creative resume. Among
all these different tastes of customers, we always suggest a simple, formal design
which is hard as it indirectly embosses all the needy details to the eyes of the employer
which leads you to the priority from that row of the applicant.

Why a attractive CV is important?
A resume or curriculum vitae is an essential tool for your job search because you can
display your top skills and qualities by it. However, a creative resume design is a batter
than a simple one having long sentences to describe you. Resumes help employers
making hiring decisions and help you get your first interview. That’s why it matters how
you structure your resume design and what information you decide to include.

Types of CV Design
1. Functional or Skill-based CV
2. Chronological CV
3. Combination CV

4. Creative CV
5. Academic CV

We did 5+ CV design projects. Here we share some glimpses of them.

Hakim Bharmal
Client Requirements :
The creative and minimal
concept
with
included
company proﬁles CV.
Type: Creative CV
Colors Used :

#197BBF #EB8F3E
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Jay Kalariya
Client Requirements :
For his interview, the
customer
requested
a
simple and beautiful CV.
Type: Creative CV
Colors Used :

#0C1827 #BE7824

Shabbir Lokant
Client Requirements :
The customer wanted
something
informative
with a creative twist.
Type: Creative CV
Colors Used :

#1A70B3 #151213
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Ila Ranpariya
Client Requirements :
It was necessary to write a
professional CV in a simple way
that included academic and
experience information.
Type: Creative CV
Colors Used :

#E0E1E3 #292728

Zahabiya
Chi�alwala
Client Requirements :
For her new employment,
the customer requested a
minimally designed CV.
Type: Creative CV
Colors Used :

#1A70B3 #151213
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Social Media Design
What is Social Media Design?

Social media is an essential piece of your marketing strategy for a small local shop
business to a big national company. In this world of digital marketing, social media post
design must be enticing. These platforms help you connect with your customers to
increase awareness about your brand and offers. Meanwhile, in this marketing
strategy, being consistent in uploading posts and content is necessary. Thus, this is a
fundamental step in Social media marketing, digital marketing.

Beneﬁts of Social Media Post Design for brand building
As we have discussed further Social media marketing is the best option during the
strategies of digital marketing. After selecting the digital marketing, we have to take
care of the consistency and theme of posts. Therefore, the design must be attractive
which plays a vital role in introducing your brand to leading sales, increasing
awareness of your brand, socializing.
● To increase brand awareness.
● To socialize your brand.
● By increasing website traffic, we can grow awareness and exposure.
● With generating leads, we can increase sales.
● We can reach the targeted audience by partnering with influencers.

Types of Social Media Post
To help overcome these hurdles, content strategies usually include a varied mix of
content types. When you include a rich assortment of these 5 different styles in your
marketing strategy, you can create a more engaging experience for your audience.
1. Festival and International Days
2. Conceptual Festival and International Days
3. Marketing & Informative
4. Content Creation
We did 300+ social media design projects. Here we share some glimpses of them.
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J D Spices
HRI
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HRI

Raj Hospitality
Raj Hospitality

Raj Hospitality

Festival and International Days

Social Media Design

HRI

Raj Hospitality
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The 4 Corners

Cubein

Kay By SaArch

Smartechedu

Conceptual Festival and International Days
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Nutritionholic
KEMS

Corbett

Smartechedu
Certhippo

Everbond Paints

Marketing & Informative
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Smartech Digital

Raj Hospitality

Nutritionholic
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Social Media Design

Happy Diwali

Education Reality

Government Fact

Forest Day

www.badridesign.com

Chai is Charger

World Book Day

Content Creation
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Social Media Design

Chennai Super King

janmashtami

Mahi Retirement

Oxygen Shortage

www.badridesign.com
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Guru Purnima
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Hoarding / Web Banners
What is the purpose of a Hoarding?

Hoardings are an essential and fundamental part of the construction process, and
they’re vital for a number of reasons. These broadly come under two distinct areas –
the practical and physical benefits to the site (and the public) that a hoarding offers,
and the opportunities for branding and advertising that these installations present:
1.Practical benefits
2.Visual benefits
3.Brand awareness
4.Wayfinding signage
5.Local advertising
6.Community engagement

Why is a website banner design important?
Banners bring freshness to the site and improve its efficiency. If we have the same
banner visitors will lose interest and hence not visit your website. It's important that the
banner graphics you use are consistent with your brand identity and overall marketing
goals.
We did 20+ Banner design projects. Here we share some glimpses of them.

Swas�k Clinic
Client Requirements :
On large-scale hoarding, a
clinic owner wanted to build
an easy approach to market
their services.
Type: Hoarding
Size: 10x20 Feet
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Anna’s
Client Requirements :
A south Indian restaurant
owner wanted to use
roadside
hoarding
to
promote his business.
Type: Hoarding
Size: 6x8 feet

Anna’s
Client Requirements :
The client needed a
hoarding banner for the
inauguration of his new
restaurant.
Type: Hoarding
Size: 6x8 feet
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Amazing Fun World
Client Requirements :
A Dwarka-based fun park
owner needed a large
banner to promote his
business.
Type: Hoarding
Size: 10x20 feet

Amazing Fun World
Client Requirements :
The standee banner was
created with the intention of
being placed on the outside
of hotels.
Type: Standee Hoarding
Size: 3x8 feet
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Nutradict
Client Requirements :
A web banner for a Diwali
promotion was needed by
an online gym and protein
product provider.
Type: Web Banner
Placement: Home Page

Nutradict
Client Requirements :
For his website, a client
needed an oﬀer web banner
designed.
Type: Web Banner
Placement: Home Page

www.badridesign.com
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Certiﬁcate Design
Why Certiﬁcate Design is important?

The certificate design is an essential component in professional course certificates.
The quality of this component has a direct impact on course outcome, further study,
and future employment. A certificate design has to be legible, distinctive, and easy to
produce over a range of standard printers. For example, if the text is too small or in an
unusual font it can make the certificate difficult to read and make it seem
unprofessional.
Designing a certificate is much more than just having a piece of paper or a nameplate.
A certificate construction is done with the same goal in mind and that is to motivate and
reward the recipient for an achievement or a job well done . And this is where certificate
design comes in; providing a means to creating certificates that not only inspire and
motivate but also add flair and style to the finished product.

Types of Certiﬁcate Design
There are various types of award certificate design templates that'll work best for
specific occasions. A simple and clean certificate is suitable to celebrate the
achievements of your employees. You can also provide training or seminar completion
certificates for seminars, training, or workshops they've attended.
1. Modern Certificate
2. Clean & Professional Certificate

3. Corporate Certificate
4. Educational Certificate

We did 5+ Certiﬁcate Design projects. Here we share some glimpses of them.

Raj Academy
Client Requirements :
A client requested a simple
and professional certiﬁcate
for
his
personality
development seminar.
Type: Professional
Certiﬁcate
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Saifee Classes
Client Requirements :
The client's main need was
for a certiﬁcate design with a
modern and wavy style.
Type: Educational Certiﬁcate

Smartechedu
Client Requirements :
The
online
education
provider
required
a
certiﬁcate design with a
golden and navy blue color
scheme.
Type: Modern Certiﬁcate
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Beneﬁts of Digital Invitation Cards
‘Change is the only constant’ is a popular saying which is unquestionably true. There
was a time when traditional wedding cards were a must to invite guests to a wedding.
These cards were handwritten and depicted the importance of the event. Later, printed
cards came into being and replaced hand-written cards that took a lot of wedding
preparation time. And now, we have digital cards that can be mailed easily to the
invitees and can save a lot of time and money.
There are a huge number of benefits that digital cards offer to the host of the event as
well as to the invitees, including they are eco-friendly, money saving, quicker and
easier, it is in trend and, easy management of food and space.
These are the many reasons why digital cards are getting more and more popular
these days. They clearly offer many advantages with little or no disadvantage
comparatively. Digitalization can be the future of invitations that can have a huge
impact on the world.
We did 5+ Invitation E-card Design projects. Here we share some glimpses of them.

Saifuddin
Client Requirements :
For his digital wedding
invitation card, a client has
requested a ﬂoral design
with just a pink and golden
combination.
Type: Wedding Card
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Ejazhussain
Client Requirements :
The
client
wanted
a
beautifully
colored
ﬂower-based engagement
invitation card.
Type: Engagement Invitation

Vaibhav
Client Requirements :
The client's requirement was
for a Hindu wedding
ceremony invitation card
with a color scheme.
Type: Wedding Card
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Arva
Client Requirements :
For her engagement, the
customer
requested
a
vibrant
ﬂoral
design
invitation card.
Type: Engagement Invitation

Zahabiya
Client Requirements :
The digital engagement
invitation card requires
golden colour ﬂoral line art.
Type: Engagement Invitation
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How important is Product Image Editing in ecommerce?
Product photography and product photo editing are very important in ecommerce.
They help customers visualize the product they are buying, and they can make or
break a sale. Good photography and image editing can make a product look more
appealing, while bad photography can make a product look unappealing.
As a customer, we never like or want to see bad quality product image when we decide
to buy any product. Nobody likes it. Moreover, ecommerce business are now very
competitive. Lots of seller are selling same products in online.
So, buyers can easily move from one store to another to find the better one. To avoid
this, you need to display the best quality product image in online. Without having good
product photography and ecommerce image editing, it is very difficult to generate
selles for your online store.

What Is a Product Mockup?
A product mockup is a model of what your final product will look like. Product mockups
are frequently used to present a final product in a real-life context. You can use product
mockups to get feedback on a product concept before mass production or in a
presentation to administrators, stakeholders, or investors.

Where Can You Post Your Mockups?
1. Make a catalog: Product mockups are great for building a product catalog. For this,
use product-focused images with a clean background to emphasize the design.
2. Update your online shop: Make product image updates quickly and seamlessly.
Imagine refreshing your product page in just a few minutes.
3.Post on social media: Use your mockups to make engaging posts on social media,
blog posts, ads, and more.

We did 300+ social media design projects. Here we share some glimpses of them.
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About Mockup Design :
An online nutrition product seller company named Nutradict wanted to create a
mockup for their e-commerce website. The client wanted to design a mockup with
diﬀerent and attractive background.
Product : 50+ Nutrition Products
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About Mockup Design :
The sharbat manufacturing company is named Amar. In this creative box design
mockup, the client wanted to make their box design mockup for marketing.
Product : 6 Box
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About Mockup Design :
An ice cream cone manufacturing company wanted to make a beautiful mockup
for its marketing.
Product : 5+ Cone Sleeves
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About Mockup Design :
Harikrushna Rasayan is an agriculture chemical manufacturing brand. The client
wanted to make a mockup of their products for branding.
Product : 30+ Chemical Products
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About Mockup Design :
The sharbat manufacturing company is named Amar. The client wanted a product
makes an attractive bottle mockup for new product launching.
Product : 8 Sharbat Bottles
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What is branding?
Branding is the marketing practice of actively shaping your brand. That’s the basic
definition, but there is so much more that goes into it.
Branding is what your business needs to break through the clutter and grab your ideal
customer’s attention. It’s what transforms first-time buyers into lifetime customers and
turns an indifferent audience into brand evangelists. It’s what you need to stand out,
make an impact and take your business to the next level. In other words, if you want
your business to succeed, branding is non-negotiable.

What are the elements of branding?
● Mission statement and brand values. Your mission statement and brand values
are the foundation for your branding.
● Brand guidelines. With the mission and vision statement set as the pillars of your
organization, your brand strategy comes to encompass everything in between.
● Logo. Your logo is the face of your company and designing your logo is arguably the
single most important branding you’ll do for your business.
● Website. Designing your website is also a key branding step. Your website is your
brand’s digital real estate and when your customers visit, it should be visually
engaging, easy to use, and most important of all a reflection of who you are as a brand.
● Additional assets. There’s no one-size-fits-all approach to branding. Depending on
your business and industry, you might need additional assets like business cards,
product packaging or event flyers. Assess your business and your unique needs, and
then develop additional branding assets accordingly.

Empower your business with branding
The one thing you’ll want to remember is that branding is a verb. It is an action. So
while it might seem daunting at first—considering all of the planning, assets and
personnel that go into cultivating an unforgettable brand—it is also empowering.
Rather than letting others tell your story, you are speaking up with branding.
If you ever feel lost in the process, remember that support is always at hand. Once you
have established your branding vision, get in touch with a professional designer help
to bring your branding to life.
We did 10+ branding design projects. Here we share some glimpses of them.
www.badridesign.com
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Hotel Ratan

About Company :
The hotel owner desired to establish a brand. He wanted to use the same colour
scheme for their logo, letterhead, envelope, and business card.
Color Theme :

#D5262D

#E99B01

#009FA3

www.badridesign.com
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Alpha Bond Cleaning

About Company :
An Australia-based bond cleaning company named Alpha Bond Cleaning wanted to
create a brand, they wanted to make a logo, business card, letterhead, and booklet
for marketing.
Color Theme :

#2B519E

#2AB4E1

#3B813B

www.badridesign.com
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On Trend Wholesale

About Company :
For her developing wholesale ﬁrm, the customer needed a logo, business card, and
letterhead. She also wanted to make a cover photo for Facebook.
Color Theme :

#32585C
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NCS

About Company :
The networking ﬁrm needed a logo, business card, letterhead, and envelope
designed to build a brand.
Color Theme :

#00213B

#03ADED #F8BA2F
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The Travels World

About Company :
An online ticketing service wanted to establish a brand. For their company, he set
out to create a vibrantly colored combo logo, business card, letterhead, and
envelope.
Color Theme :

#F2B237

#6E9AD4

#4A6CB3
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Vimla Polymers Private Limited

About Company :
The customer needed a logo for his polymer bag manufacturing business. For
marketing purposes, he needed a logo, letterhead, and business card.
Color Theme :

#6A576A #D0B100

#DE1970
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GroowX

About Company :
A rapidly expanding corporation desired to establish a brand. For their business,
the company needed a logo, business card, envelope, and letterhead design.
Color Theme :

#151B1F

#E06E10

#FFD073
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Alpha Bond Cleaning
About Company :
For social media promotion, a bond
cleaning company sought to build up
an Instagram grid. They wanted to use
social media post design to build a
brand.
Number of Post :
40+ Social Media Post
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La Dolce Vita
About Company :
For an Italian restaurant in Australia,
they wanted to set up an Instagram
grid to create a brand and stand out
from the crowd.
Number of Post :
30+ Social Media Post
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Alpha Bond Cleaning

On Trend Wholesale
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What Our Customers Are Saying About Us
Parth Godhaniya

(Owner of Caﬃene Cafe)

“ It was very Great Experience Being customer of Badri Design.The output and work done by Badri
Design was Outstanding and was Extraordinary than my Expactation.”

(Traveller)

Kiana Bonds

“Every creative for the non creative like myself. Truly listens to what your idea is and comes up with
a wonderful design. And such a great value I truly recommend Badri Design for anyone looking for
a logo.”

Aamar Bamne

(Owner of Aamar’s Restaurants)

“I shared my dream idea with Hakim and he absolutely made it to perfection, we took premium logo
package and end result was worth the money we paid, we had a lot of edits cancellations re-edits,
Hakim never let us feel we are over doing it and calmly worked on our project. Met on instagram and
fortunately our go to man for content creation and designing.”

Kelvin Robinson
“ Professional service at a great price, very impressive work and quick response! Definitely will work
together again! ”

Yash Patel

(Entrepreneur & Social Visionary)

“ Badri Design is fantastic, I have ordered a few posts from Badri, and each time they took their time
and effort into making sure they were perfect every time! I won’t go anywhere else for any graphic
design work now! Thanks again Badri Design! ”
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